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Though we may be miles apart 
Socially dim, across a screen light spark 

One love, one heart
To ShihWorld… together we embark



Disconnection, depersonalisation, commodification… these are but a few words that can be used to 

describe the state of society nowadays. The wealth inequality gap grows wider, and power continues 

to be concentrated amongst fewer and fewer hands. As each year passes, more continue to depend 

on help from central authorities. The will to power of the masses is fading. For many, the ability to 

exercise one’s free will in hopes ofchanging their fate, is no longer an option.  People are being 

forced through a cycle of pacification and dependency. Attempting to cope in a world that is now 

survival of the fittest. Winner takes all, you are either friend or foe. The stage has been designed. 

Like these words you read, it is chaos. Change can no longer be desire but a necessity.  

We are human. Meant to be free. Destined to flourish.
We will build it all

We will build our own banks, our own markets, our own platforms.
We will build ShihWorld

During the craze of cryptocurrency meme-hype in April 2020. A small group of individuals had the 

idea to join the wave and see where this crazy ride would take them. Eventually, it became apparent 

that they now had a platform which could be utilised to achieve something greater. 

Enacting positive change onto this world is now a possibility via the technology. The power in crypto 

lies within the effective use of decentralisation. With the focus on community empowerment and 

development, protocols can be created to offer a multitude of services across many facets of life.

Along with the correct governance set in place, we can make sure that the responsibilities &benefits 

are shared fairly among community members.

Current State of the World

Beginnings of Shih Tzu

Origins



The greatest of moments and world-changing events were not achieved by one person alone. At 

Shih Tzu, all that is built can never amount to anything without the strength of the community providing

support. The betterment and empowerment of community will always remain central at our core.

Through opacity, many institutions have taken advantage of the masses with little repercussions. 

At Shih Tzu there is nothing hidden that will not be made known and brought to light. We strongly 

believe everything that is built& released must come with full disclosure.

Community

Transparency

Everyone deserves a fair shake at life, no matter the creed or colour. At Shih Tzu, we aim to empower 

the people as they take back what is theirs. The social and financial wellbeing of all community 

members is what we strive for, it is what we fight for

Fairness

Values



Welcome to ShihWorld

Personal Finance:
ShihMask – multichain wallet

Marketplace:
ShihVerse - NFTs
ShihSwap - Dex

Accessibility:
Etheruem Network

Binance Smart Chain
Other Blockchains

Cexes
ShihWorld

Community Efforts:
Awareness Campaigns

Fundraisers
Philanthropy

Incubator Programmes

Set for late production:
Social Media
Governance
Yield Farms

We are not just building an ecosystem.
We are building a world.

A world were everyone has a chance.

*Please note this is only a fragment of what ShihWorld is set to unravel, 
with a myriad of more offerings to be built. 

Creative:
Tank Doges – Play-to-earn 

gaming 
NFT collections

Merchandise



What is ShihWorld?
ShihWorld is where the people attain the freedom to connect with others, improve their financial 

wellbeing and enact positive change.This is where we reclaim our power.

Marketplace:

Buy, sell, mint, bid and collect 

your favourite NFTs. Digital assets 

continue to rise in value, offering 

unique utility with each iteration.

Other marketplace dexes will be 

released, offering access to a wide 

range of products.

Members of ShihWorld will benefit 

from the fees accrued and also have 

a voice in how the marketplaces

 are run.

Personal Finance:

As the world goes digital, 

it is important to protect 

your assets and maintain 

complete control. 

ShihMask is a multi-chain 

wallet that will safekeep 

your assets and rewards 

as your venture across 

ShihWorld

Creative:

Shih Tzu will continue to release a 

multitude of products to further add 

value and populate ShihWorld. 

Upcoming Play-to-Earn game, Tank 

Doges. Win battles, earn & stake 

rewards to benefit from the fees 

generated. Be a part of the growth 

and development. 

Merchandise, NFT Collection releases 

and more offerings in the future. 

ShihWorld members will receive a 

portion of proceeds from all projects. 
*A visual representation, final product yet to be 
released 



Everything is connected Accessibility:

We will endeavour to make 

Shih Tzu accessible to 

everyone.

Larger exchanges.

Multiple blockchains.

Airdrops for participants 

during awareness 

campaigns.

Set for late production:

A myriad of platforms and 

products will continue to be 

released as time passes by.

All with the aim of allowing 

members to unlock more utility, 

connect, and reclaim 

powerthrough 

ShihWorld.

Community Efforts:

ShihWorld is nothing 

but a barren wasteland 

without the community 

that populates it. 

Several efforts and 

programmes will be 

set to enact change 

and further increase 

the value within 

ShihWorld

Members will have the 

opportunity to see their 

vision come to fruition 

via incubator 

programmes. 

Crowdfunding will also 

be an option for those 

with creative ideas.

From awareness campaigns 

to philanthropy, ShihWorld 

will be the vehicle by which 

we empower the lives of others.

SHIH



About $SHIH Token

Where to buy $SHIH:

The Shih Tzu token ($SHIH) initially launched as an ERC-20 token on 19th April, 2021.

 It is the central token that will be core to the operations of ShihWorld.

Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000

50% of the tokens were sent to Vitalik, maybe one day he will join us, contribute to 

ShihWorld, and help empower the lives of others.

Shih Tzu chose to have a fair launch, no presale. 

There are no team tokens.

ERC-20 contract address: 0x841fb148863454a3b3570f515414759be9091465

BEP-20 contract address: 0x1e8150ea46e2a7fbb795459198fbb4b35715196c

Token can be bought on Uniswap (ERC-20) or Pancakeswap (BEP-20).

For help, please refer to our guide on medium: 

https://medium.com/@marketing.shihtzu/buying-shih-a-guide-501b5b54b12a

“For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, 

but to live in a way that respects and enhances the 

freedom of others” – Nelson Mandela


